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JET-BOUNDARY CORRECTIONS FOR REFLECTION-PLANE MODELS IN RECTANGULAR
WIND !rmNELs
By ROBHETS. SWANSONandTHOMASA. TOLL
SUMMARY
A detailedmethodfor dei%nining thejet-boundary correcti
for rejktion-plane modek in recta&r wind tunnels I%
prawnted. Th-emethodincluo% i%ed.et-wmimzti.onof the tunnel
span load dtitribtiion and the dmimiion Of i3@di0n8 $W the
corrections to h angk oj attack, the lift and drag coqjl&mta,
and the pitching-, rolling-, yawing-, and hinge-momd co.@-
cient.i The principal e$ecix of aerodynamic induction and
of the boundary-inducedcurzwtureof the stream-hx lime been
comid-ered. An example h included i% Wu&rate the method.
Numerid mlu.ee of tlw more importunt correci%m for
rq%tion-pke models in 7- by 10-foot eked wind tunn.ek
are presented.
INTRODUCI’ION
The influence of the jet boundarie-s upon the air flow
at and behind two-dimensional-flow models and complete
models haa been rather extensively investigated from theo-
retical considerations. The results of several of these
investigations are given in references 1 to 4. A few ex-
perimental checks of the theory have been sucwysfully
made. The theoretical methods may be extended to detar-
mine the influence of the jet boundaries upon the charactaris-
tica of semiepan models mounted on reflection planes in
rectmgular wind tunnels. One of the walls of a closed
wind tunnel may serve as the reflection plane, as shown
in figure 1. The jebboundary corrections are usually
larger and the changes in the span load distribution are
somowhat greater for reflection-plane models than fo~
complete models, especially with regard to the character-
istics of the lateral-control devices. Greater care is there-
fore required in tho computations and more faciwa must be
considered for reflection-plane-model corrections than for
the usual complete-model corrections.
The present investigation was undertaken to develop
general methods of calculating the various-corrections and
methods of determining the changea in the span load dis-
tribution caused by the jet boundaries. NumeriMLIvalues
of the more important correc~ione w&e calculated for a
series of representative models mounted in 7-. by 10-foot
closed rectrmgukr wind tunnels. The numerical values are
presented in the form of graphs and empirical equations in
a separate section of the report, in order that the valuea may
be obtained without refeming to the detailed calculation
procedure. Tables of the numerical values of the jek
boundary-induced upwash velocity for 7- by 10-foot closed
wind tunnels are included and should be used if it is desired
to compuk the corrections for models having unusual pro-
portions. The complete calculation procedure is illustrated
in detail by an example.
The basic method used to determine the jekboundary
corrections is to determine the increments of aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on a model which is twisted by
the amount of the boundary-induced upwash angle. Methods
of c+dculatingthe boundary-induced upwash angle along the
model span and chord and methods of calculating the various
jekboundmy corrections, accounting for the principal
effects of aerodyna&c induction, are presented in separate
sections in the present report.
The formulas and corrections presented apply to com-
plete models for which the spans are twice the spans of the
reflection-plane models. If a model of only the outer wing
panel is tested, the measured characteristics will be for a
model of the aspect ratio, taper ratio, and lateraLccmtrol-
device span ratio actually teated. Additional plan-form
corrections-that is, the usual aspect-ratio and taper-ratio
corrections plus corrections for the ratio of the lateral-
contml-devim span tQ the wing span, reference -must
thergfore be made to determine free-air data for the actual
airplane from the corrected data for the model.
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kra.dation strength of vortex
measured lift coe5cient
increment of lift coeiiicient
correction to lift coefficient
curvature
section lift coefficient
due to streamline
section normal-force coefficient
section hinge-moment coefficient
increment of lift at any section
measured rolling-moment coefficient
corrected rolling-moment coticient
increment of rollingmoment4mfW3nt correction
due to jet boundaries other than reflection
plane, based on a reflection-plane rolLing-
2A0+
moment coefficient of 1~
rolling derivative due to deflection of lateral-
control device (referbnce 5)
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h& of incxement of rolling-momenkoe ffioient
correction due to reflection plane based on unit
free-air rolling-moment coeEcient .
aerodynamic-induction factor used in determinkg
Aol
angle of attack
correction tQangle of attack
increment of induced drag at any seotion
emrection to induceddrag coefficient
correction to induced-yawingmoment cneflicient
[(A%),+ (AC.,)2+(AC*{)3+ (AC.*).+ (4)5]
increnmnt of yawing-momenkoe fficient correc-
tion due to reflection plane
increment of ya-iving-momentxoefiioient correc-
tion due to boundmy-induced aileron upwash
and wing loading
increment of yawing-momem%oefficient correc-
tion due to boundary-induced -wingupwash and
tunnel aileron loading
increment of yawing-momentiefiicient correc-
tion due to boundary-induced aileron upwash
and flap loading
increment of yawing-momenkoefiicient correc-
tion due to boundary-induced flap upwash and
tunnel aileron loading
correction to pitching-moment coeftkient due @
streamline curvature
correction to hinge-moment coefficient
correction to hinge-moment coefficient
section
increment of hinge-moment correction
section
air density
free-stream velocity, parallel to X-axis
dynamic pressure
()
+
at any
at any
induced vertical v~oci@; parallel to Z-axis
distammparallel to X-asis
distamaparallel to Zaxis
distance pdel to ~-axis
centroid of spanwise load
spanwise position of tmiling vortices
effective height of wing above tunnel center line
total wing span (t-wiee span of reflection-plane
model)
span of aileron on semispan model
span of flap on semispti model
total wing area (twice area of reflection-plane
model)
area of aileron on semispan model
area of flap on semispan model
aspect ratio
();
taper ratio, fictitious chord at tip divided by
chord at root
chord at any section -
mean chord
c,
;
a
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chord at plane of symmetry
radiu9 of curvature of streamlines
tunnel height
tunnel breadth
slope per radian of section lift curvo
slope per radian of lift curve of iinite-span wing
P- m~um ordinate of jet-boundary-induced ellip-
tical load
F hinge-moment correction faotor for jet-boundary-
induced elliptical load
Subscripts:
&
; flap
a aileron
b overhang balance
av average
t tunnel
toti total
c corrected
r reflection
P*P. principal part
8.P. supplementary part
c. for pitohing moments
e eifective
S.c. streamline curvature
1.1. lifting line
Y1 spanwise location of trailing vortax
The axes used are defined in figure 1. All loading and
boundary-induced upwash-velocity parameters with primes
are based on lift or rollingmoment coefficients not equal
to unity.
BOUNDARY-INDUCEDUPWASH
THEORY
General problem,—The general problem to be solved in
determining the jet-boundary corrections for a complete
model in a wind tunnel is the determination of the total up-
‘wash velocity induced by tho jet boundaries. The special
problem for a semispan model mounted as a reflection-plane
model to simulate a symmetrically loaded complote modol is
the determination of the total boundary-induced upwrwh
veloci~ minus the induced upwash velocity due to the ro-
floction of the semispan model. The problem of determining
the bound~-induced upwash velocity duo to unsymmetrical
loading devices, such m lateral-control devices .on refloction-
plane models, is one of determmm. . g not only the total
boundary-induced upwas.hvelocity, m for complete models,
but also an additional correction due to the nonexistence of
the reelection wing.
Use of images.JThe known bounda& conditions to be
satisiied aro zero normal velocity for closed wind tunnels and
consta& prwmre for open wind tunnels. ‘The boundrmy
conditions for a closed rectangular tunnel may be satisfiedby
a doubly infinite system of images (reference 1). 17igure 1
shows the three-dimensional image arrangement that satis-
fies the boundary condition for a sm.ispan model mounted
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in n closed rectangular wind tunnel. The model is mounted
on tlm X7.plcmc-or left wall, looking downstream-and
located in the =-plane. The reflection wing is shown in
phantom and lies along the negative ~-rmis. It maybe noted
that this image rummgementis the same as that for a com-
plete model of the same semispan in a tunnel of the same
height and twico the width. The images of the wing ara
represented in this figure as simple horseshoe vortices of
semisprm IvII. Any actual span load distribution may be
constructed to any desired degree of accuracy horn a com-
bhmtion of several horseshoe vortices. The threedimen-
sionrd image mrangement is necessary only w-hen it is de-
sired to compute the boundwy-induced upwash velocity
behind tho lifting line, the streamline curvature, or the
boumkuy--induced upwash velocity for models with excessive
sweepback,
Tho boundary-induced upwash velocity at the lifting line
may be determined from a hvo-di&cnsional image arrange-
ment satisfying the boundary conditions at iniinity as shown
by Prandtl. I?igure 2 shows the two-dimensional image
arrangement satisfying the boundary conditions for a single
counterclockwise trailing vortex and its reflection (clock-
wiso) located at a distance d above the tunnel center line
and at distances equal to VIand —vI from the reflection wall.
Tho single trailing vortex and its reflection represent the
trailing vortices of a simple horseshoe vortex with semispan
Cqlmlto [yl[. ‘
CALCIJLATION METHODS
Preliminary oaloulations.-The -calculations
curves of boundary-induced upwash velocity
/
/
/
/
/
of general
for various
z
t
imago arrangements (figs. 1 and 2) of simple horseshoe
or trailing vortices will considerably simplify the labor
involved in determining the boundary-induced upwash
veloci~ for any given model. The boundary-induced
upwash velocity behind the lifting line for two values’ of
vortex semispan (image arrangements of &g. 1) was c.fdcu-
lated by the methods described in reference 2. The results
of the calculations are preaenkd in @e 3 and table I.
These calculations apply either to a reflection-plane model
in a 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnel or to a complete
(symmetrically loaded) model in a 7- by 20-foot closed
wind tunnel.
The boundary-induced upwash velocities at the lifting
line were obtained by computing the combined effect of
enough of the images, corresponding to the arrangement
of figure 2, to give valuea accurab to the fourth decimal
place. The results are given in figure 4 and table II.
These values apply to complete models mounted in 7- by
20-foot closed wind tunnels, as w-en as to reflection-plane
models mounted in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels.
The method used to determine the boundary-induced
upwash veloci~ at the lifting line for any @wn image
arrangement is to break up that image arrangement into
certa~mgroups, usually vertical rows of images, for which
simple summation formulas are available. The sum of the
effects of each of these groups may then be determined.
The summation formulas for vertical rows of vortices
extending flom the IZ-plane to infinity in one direction
were developed in references 3 and 4.
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Upwaah velocity for nonuniform span loading.-Upwash
velocity for any nonuniform span loading may be approxi-
mated to any desired degree of accuracy by breaking down
the actual loading into several steps over each of which the
Ioding is assumed uniform. The boundary-induced upwash
velocity may then be determined as the sum of all the com-
ponents of upwash veloci~ due to all the stapwise incre-
ments. Numerical valuea for the upww.shvelocity may be
taken directly &m the tables rather than horn the figures,
provided that increments are taken at ii-foot values of yl.
If the tunnel walls appreciably alter the span-load distribu-
tion, as they usually do for a modeI with a laterd-contrcd
device having a relatively huge span, the actual tunnel span
load distribution should be used instead of the theoretical
free-air span load distribution. Methods of approximating
the tunnel span load distribution will be presented later in
this report. A three-or four-shp approximation to the tun-
nel span-load curve is usually necessary for asymmetrical
load conditions. Calculations indicate that very large errors
are introduced by using single uniform loadings for the
asymmetrical conditions. For symmetrical load conditions,
however, a single-step approximation is usually satisfactm-y
if the span over which the uniform load is assumed to act
(called effective span) is properly chosen.
The span-load parameter that will be used in the compu-
tations is ccA/bCL, which is equivalent to 21’A/bVC~ (and
to L. as used in reference 6). The upwash angle in radians
for unit lift coefliciaut is w/VCL for hall angles. The
formula for dehrminhg the local upwasli angle is then
%=* 4)(%%.),,=+~(a,Aw., ‘1)
()wwhere ~ * is obtained from figure 4 or table II Dnd1
A(cc@@,l is proportional to an increment of load em
tending from the reflection plane to VI. In other words,
A(@~/b@yl is proportional h the strength of the trailiug
vortax assumed @ leave the king at VI.
Boundmy-induced upwash angles are given in figure 6 for
&it lift coefficient for a 7-foot semispan model of aspect
ratio 6 and taper ratio 0.5 and for a unit flap lift coefficient
for two ratios of flap ap~ to wing span (called flap-span
ratio). The actual span loading is repreaentad by a seven-
step approximation. It may be seen from figure 6 that, if
the proper value of the effective semispan is used, the up-
vmsh angle may be determined satisfactorily by the use of a
simple uniform load. The effective span is, of course, de-
pendent upon the parti&dar model-tunnel configuration.
Computations for several representative reflection-plane
models in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels indicate that
good accura~ in the determination of the boundary-induced
upwaeh angle is obtained with the foUowing-ratios of ef-
fective span to actual span, b,/bor 6Jb, provided the model
seznispanis between 6 and 8 feet (the usual values):
wing:
m-mm ------------------------------------------ 0.93
Taperratio,about0.5-------------: ------------------- O.88
Taperratio,aboutOHM-------------------------------- O.83
Pnrtial-spanflap:
bf/tgreaterthan0.6----------------------------------- 1.00
b//b1sssthhn0.5--------------~ ------------------ 1.30
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The span-load parameter that will be used in the com-
putations for the asymmetrical loading condition is ccIA/bCl
(or 21’A/bVCJ. The upwash angle, however, is most gm-
veniently expressed in terms of a parameter that represents
the reflection-plane loading for a rolling-moment eoefiicient
greater than unity, M follows:
The primes indicate that the expressions are not true param-
eters, bemuse the values are not for unit rolling-moment
coefficient but for rt roiling-moment coefficient equal
2AC1
to 1+ ~’”
CORRECI’IONS
GENERAL
The jebboundary corrections may be divided into two
groups. The first group consists of all corrections to be
applied to a symmetrically loaded model; that is, all forcw,
, moments, and air-flow conditions acting on the reflection-
plane model are reflected identically with respect to reflec-
tion plane and thus the measured model characteristics are
for a symmetrical model. The measured lift, drag, and
pitching moment of the model are thus exactly one-half
those for a complete model mounted in a wind tunnel of
the same height and twice the breadth as the original tunnel,
and the boundary-induced upwash velocity is the same as
for the complete model in the larger tunnel. Thd second
group of corrections is for the asym.metrically loaded con-
dition, such as the loading due to the deflection of a lateral-
control device. The loading due to the lateral-control de-.
vice is reflected into the reflection plane just as it was for the
symmetrical case; but the reflection is undesirable in this
case and must be corrected for, as it would not be present
on a complete model. Also, the absenee of the other wing
(the reflection wing) causes the measured rolling and yawing
moments to be too large, because the load due ta aerodynamic
induction esisting on the other wing of a complete model
will be absent from the measured values of a reflection-
plane model.
The corrections will be determined -withthe proper sign in
order that they may be added to the measured values for
a closed-throat wind tunnel.
SmlhlETRICALLOADINGCONDITIONS
Span load distribution.-The correction to the span load
distribution need not be determined unless stalling tests or
actual span-load-distribution tests are made. Calculations
for a few reflection-plane models of iumalsize in 7- by 10-foot
closed wind tunnels indicate that the wing span load dis-
tribution is altered by the tunnel walls by an amount
equivalent to a change in taper ratio of about 0.05; that is, if
the geometrical taper ratio of the modil is 0.50, the wing
span load distribution-m the tunnel corresponds to a wing
having a taper ratio of about 0.45. The changes in flap
span loading are somewhat greater than the ehange9 in
wing span loading. The usual effect of the tunnel walls on
the flap span loading is to inmease the relative loading
over the unflapped portion of the wing and ta reduce the
relative loading over the flapped portion of the wing. It
should be remembered, however, that the type of change in
span load distribution caused by the jet boundaries is
entirely dependent upon the model-tunnel configuration and
that other model-tunnel arrangements might produce effects
opposite to those just indicated for a reflection-plane model in
a 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnel.
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The span load distribution of the wing in iiee & must be
determined to evaluate the change in loading due to the
tunnel walls. The free-air span loading for symmetrical load
conditions may easily be obtained from the tablea of refer-
ences 6 and 7 for several dWerent wing-flap combinations.
For other flap arrangements or any initial wing twist, the
iniluence lines of reference 6 may be used to estimate the
shape of the load curves. The actual load curve may be
determined from the condition that the ares under the curve
of cclA/bCh plotted against 2 is equfit to unity or, if
bJ2
plotted against y, is numerically equal to 6/2; that is, tho
average ordinate is equal twunity.
The increment of boundary-induced load corresponding
to a tunnel lift coefficient of unity is obtained by assuming
that the wing is twisted an amount equal to the boundary-
indueed upwash angle W/VCL. The boundary-induced load is
calculated bm the influenee lines of referauce 5. The in-
fluemm lines give the load at a particular spamvise station
for unit changes in angle of, attack cwtxmdingvarious dis-
tances inward from the wing tip. Values of c,A/b for the
wings of reference 5 are given in iigure 6 in order that the load
parameter M1/c,a used in reference 5 may be “converted to
cqA/ba.
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The increment of bounda&-induced load detmmined in
this fashion may be added to the free-air span-load curve to
obtain a first approximation to the tunnel-load curve cor-
responding to a tunnel lift coefficient of 1+ ~, where
AOJOL is equal to the average ordinate of this increment of
boundary-induced load. Because the tunnel lift coefficient
1+Ac$ is greater than m“ty, a second approximation to the
increment of bounda~-induced load based on a lift coefficient
AOLof 1+= and the new load distribution must be determined,
and then a third approximation must be made, and so forth.
In order to avoid the necessi~ for using successive approxi-
mations in this fashion, it may be assumed that tho values of
W/VCLused for the first approximation need only be multi-
plied by constants determined from the increase in lift co-
efficient for each of the remaining approximations; that is,
it may be assumed that the change in the shape of the span-
Ioad curve would not change the shape of the W/VCL curves.
It was shown that the values of. the w/VC~ curve may be
computed with satisfactory accuracy when a uniform loading
over an cflect~ve span is assumed and, inasmuch as the shape
of the tunnel-load curve does not change appreciably, this
assumption of unchanged w/VC~ curves is reasonable. The
increment of boundary-induced load corresponding to the
n* approximation based on a free-air unit lift coefficient (if
the shape of the w/V(?~curve is unchanged) is simply equal
1to the values for the first approximation times —.
ACL Inl–~
order to obtain the loading in the tunnd corresponding to a
AcL
lift coefficient of 1+ c~cL, add d the free-air load this
l–Z
AOL
c.nm approximation. Divide all these values by l+—
~ AC=
c.
to obtain the tunnel-load curve for unit lift coefficient.
This method of estimating the tunnel span load distri-
bution takes into account the main effech pf aerodynamic
induction. The method is not exact because the jet-
bo~d@--induced upwash angle W/VCL iscalculated approx-
imately. If desired, the upwash angle corresponding to the
tunnel-load curve previously determined can be obtained
with great accuracy by using many steps in the stopm”se
distribution to represent the tunnel-load curve. The
calculations can then be repeated with the new values of
bounda~-induced upwash angle. The process could be
repeated until the exact tunnel loading, insofar as lifting-
line theory applies, is obtained. It seems, however, hat
the process is so rapidly convergent that the span loading
calculated from the approximate upwash angles is usually
satisfactory.
As a check on the convergence, the tunnel span load
distribution for a large-span elliptical wing in a circular wind
tunnel was computed by the method previously described and
the rewdt was compared in figure 7 with the more exact
calculation of the tunnel span load distribution made by
llIill&an (reference 8). It maybe noted from figure 7 that
the efTectof the tunnel walls is oppo-ite in this case to the
effect already described for models of usual size in 7- by
L4
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20-foot closed wind tunnels or reflection-plane models in
7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels. Influence Hnm, similar
to those given in reference 5, were determined for an elliptical
wing for use in calculating the boundary-induced load
increment.
A comparison of the W tunnel-load curve with the
original (free-air) load curve indicates the change in span
loading caused by the tunnel -walls. The increment of
load due to streamline curvature may also be added tQ the
original load curve. Because the original curve was ob-
tained, however, from the lifting-line theory rather than
from the lifting-surface theory, such an additional step
would seem an undue refinement.
Chordwise load distribution,-The chordwise load and the
chordwise load distribution at ench section are altered
by the jet boundaries. The main portion of this change
in load is corrected for by the usual induced angle-of-attack
correction for the upwash angle at the lifting line. The
curvature of the streamlines caused by the jet boundaries
effectively changes the airfoil camber, which results in a
further clmnge in the chordwise load (and the chordwise
load distribution). The corrections due to the change in
effective camber may be applied partly as an increased
angle-of-attack correction and partly as a correction to the
lift, the pitching moment, and the hinge moment.
The general characteristics of the increment of load
due to boundary-induced streamline curvature may be esti-
mated from thin-airfoil theory. The shape of the boundary-
induced streamlines ia, to a &t approximation, circular
because the boundaq-induced upwash angle varies al-
most linearly along the chord unless very wide-chord models
me used (fig. 3).
The chordwise load for an airfoil with circular camber
may be broken into two components. One component
corresponds to a loading of the flabplate type, which is
similar to the loading due to an angle-of-attack change
(also called additional-type loading). The magnitude of
the load is determined from the product of the slope of the
lift curve and the bounda~-induced increase in the angle of
inclination of the tangent at the 0.50c point because, for
circular camber, the curve at this point is parallel to the
chord line connecting the ends of the mean line. Innsmuch
as this component of load is similar to the load resulting
from a simple angle-of-attack change, it may be applied
as an additional angle-of-attack correction. The other
component of load is elliptically shaped and its magnitude
is determined by the product of the slope of the lift curve
and the angular difference between the zero-lift line and the
chord line or the 0.50c-point tangent line. The zero-lifl
line, for an airfoil with circular camber, is determined by the
angle of inclination of the tangent of the 0.75c point. The
lift, the pitching-moment, and the hinge-moment corrections
me a result of this elliptical compommt of load.
The location of the lifting line for a plain airfoil may be
assumed to be at the 0.25c point and the boundary-induced
upwash angle is computed by as-sum@ that the total lift is
concentrated at the lifting line. The location of the lifting
.
line for a flapped wing will lie somewhere behind the 0.25c
point, depending upon the flap characteristics, Tho location
of the lifting line determines the magnitude rmd direction of
the flahplate type of load. The two components @at-plate-
Ioad and elliptical load) are equal and positive if the lifting
line is located at the 0.25c point. Each component may be
expressed as
b(T%)Acl=0.25 ~ =0.25a@=
ax
where r is the radius of curvature of the streamlines. If the
lifting line is at the 0.50c point, the fla&plate compommt of
load is zero. The elliptical component is positive and equal
to 0.25w/r, because it is independent of the location of tho
lifting line. If an extensible flap is used, the magnituclo and
the distribution of the chordwise load must be calculated ns
though the chord of the airfoil were increased. Because the
results of the tests are usually based on the original chord,
the final correction must also be reduced to a cocdlicimt
bnsed on the original chord.
No correction wiU be applied directly to the chordwim
load distribution but the angle of attack, the lift, the pitqhing
moment, and the hinge moment will be corrected to account
for the altered load distribution.
Angle of attaok,-The main portion of the angle+f-attack
correction is due to the je&boundary-induced upwneh angle
at the lifting line. The problem of finding the angle-of-
attack correction is, basically, the determination of tbe angle
of attack that, the model would require in free air to have
the same lift ns in the wind tunnel. The correction angle is,
then, the d.iflerencebetween the free-air angle of attack and
the tunnel angle of attack. If the tunnel span load distribu-
tion is determined, the angle-of-attack correction due to tho
boundary-induced upwnsh at the lifting line is given ns
AC?L57.3 ~=Aa=— —C= al (3)
where ACL/CLis the increment of boundary-induced load for
n tunnel Iift coefficient of unity aa determined for tho span-
load calculations.
II the tumml span load distribution is not detennimd, tho
angle-of-attack correction may be calculated by an altmnato
method that givw values almost identical with thoso of
the method just described. For the rdtermh method
the bound~-induced upwash angle is weighted according
to the wing chord at each section and is then averaged
across the span. The formulo is
JAa=57.3cL b~ ws/2 (J m. Cdy (4)
The increment of additional load caused by streamliuo
curvature is dependent upon the relative distanco betwoon
the lifting line and the O.fiOcpoint ns indicated in the section
on chordwise load distribution. In the case of tho wing, the
lifting line may be awumed to be located at the 0.26c point;
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thus 0.50–3+= 0.25. Because the lifting line due to de-
flection of a partial-span flap is usually located very near
the 0.50c point, it generally is not necessary to apply a
correction to the angle of attack for this case. The general
equatiou for the correction to the angle of attack is
As,,,.
=W(o’o-%)r’(?%% ‘5)
()b ‘L 2+iSequivalent towhere the quantity ~z
&p]/@f)n
[()]a;Vtlluea of ~ may be obtained from table I for
Y1 ‘
~1=3 fed and for y,=6 feet. The correction angle determined
by equation (5) should be added to the lifting-line correction
rmgle as computed from equation (3) or from equation (4).
Lift,-The measured lift in a closed wind tunnel is greater
than it would be in free air even though the complete angle-
of-attack correction is applied. The increase in lift is due
to the elliptically shaped increment of chordwise load
caused by streamline curvature. This elliptically shaped
increment is applied as a correction to the lift rather than as
a correction to the angle of attack in order to correct the
maximum lift coefficient. This increment is determined
from the slope of the lift curve and the difference in je~
bound~-induced upwash angle at the 0.50c point and at
tho 0.75c point. The integral
wsob ‘L 2A@ dy calculated for the Aa,.c.
ax T
correc-
0
tion nmy nlso bc used for the lift correction
where al is used instead of ~ to account approximately
for aerodynamic induction.
If the lifting line can be assumed to be located at the
0.26c point, as in the case of the wing, equation (6) may be
written for the wing lift correction as
(AOL,.c.)@=– (As,.,.)~ & (7)
A small correction to the lateral center of pressure, which
is determined from the rolling moment, may be obtained by
performing a moment integration of the streamline-curvature
load, as
It should be noted that this incremant is based on the
complete span 6 rather than on the model span 6/2.
Pitching moment,—The pitching-moment coefficient must
be corrected for the elliptical component of the boundary-
induced load. The correction is
‘c ‘*[a(’-%)+ilfb”a(P)Y’dy ‘8)m
for the effects of aerodynamic induction and reduces to unity
if the moments are taken about a line through E@14. The
distance %= is meaaured between the line about which the
moments are computed and the midchord at the spanwise
centroid of the elliptical load V,.c.where
(9)
Downwash behind wing.-The correction to the downwwh
behind a reflection-plane model is determined from the
boundary-induced upwash curves previously computed.
The general methods of reference 2 should be used to deter-
mine the downivash-angle correction.
Drag.-The induced-drag correction is determined from
the generalized Kut&Joukowski law. The boundary
induced upwash angle and the tunnel span loading are used
in the computation of the induced-drag correction. The up-
wash angle at each section must be multiplied by the loading
at that section and the result integrated mechanically. In
order to establish the method and to determine the propor-
tionality constaniw, the integration formula will be
developed.
The increment of induced drag at any section due to the
tunnel walls is
AD,,=vF dy (lo)
and the increment of induced-drag coefficient for the wing is
4
J
‘[2
AcDt—v2s o.— Wr dy (11)
where the product wl? is the sum of all component products
of wing and flap upwash velocity and circulation
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Flap-or oileron-chord rotio,~ or?
FKURES.-VSrlntIonof W binge-moment cmrerMn factor for ellfptfml lmd F TItlr tfM I18p-
or alkm-dmrrl ratfo cjlcor CJC and the Mantiomf ratio QIcf or qfc.
A correction to the lateral center of pressure of the induced-
drag force may be obtained by integrating the increment of
&g @ven in equation (10) for the ywwing-mornent
coefficient
2
–J
b~
““’=-vw ~ ‘Fy‘y (13)
Hinge
high-lift
momentg,-The measured
device and laterakontrol
hinge moments of the
device should be cor-
rected for the component of elliptical load caused by tlm
curvature of the streandines. The hinge-moment correction
is determined from an integration of the moment about the
hinge axis of this load on the high-lift device or on the con-
trol surface. The integration must be performed over the
entire surface-both chordtie and spanwise-because, in
general, the correction varies along the span. The chord-
wise integration can be performed rmalyticidly becaum the
shap,e of the load is lmow-n to be nearly ellipticrd. The
increment of load tit any section is determined from tho
expressionfor the area of an ellipse as
AL,=.$rP& (14)
where Pmu is the maximum ordinate of the elliptical load.
The increment of load is also equivalent to
(16)
The increment of hinge moment AH, at any section is
obtained by a moment integration about the hinge axis of
the part of the elliptical load over the movable surface, as
=-:P=-=W7FX$+%-’)G‘1’)
where PM
=-&W
is the ordinate of the elliptical load.
The value of P= ‘~ obtained by solving equatiom (14) and
(15) and is substituted in equation (16) to give
where the integral
N“(W%+%-l)’(%)
will be known as the hinge-moment correction factor for
elliptical load F and the integration is carried across the
flap and across any overhang type of balance. The results
of the integration are presented in figure 8 aa a function of
the ratio of the flap chord to the airfoil chord cl/c or of the
aikron chord to the airfoil chord ca/c, and of the ovorhang
balance chord ratios Ct,[clmd %lca. The correct-ionsto tho
flap hinge-moment coefficient may now be espressed aa
where the
performed
spanwise integration across the fhp must be
mechanically. The correction to the aileron
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hinge-moment coefficient may be determined by perform.@g
the integration over the limits of the aileron span rather
thrm of the flap span, as indicated in equation (17), and by
using & and Z=. It should be noted that F is a function of
otiy c//c (or c~c) and cb/cf (or cb/ca)and d therefore have
the snmo value at all sections of constantipercentag~
chord flaps or ailerons. The effect of aerod~amic induc-
tion on the hinge-moment correction due to streamline
curvrdqm is small and will be neglected.
ASYMMETRICALLOADINGCONDITIONS
Span load distribution.-The jet boundaries have a pro-
nounced effect upon the span load distribution of asym-
metrical load devices on reflection-plane models. In order
to dotmmine the rolling- and yawing-moment corrections,,
part of the computations to determine the tunnel span load
distribution must be made. The actual distribution may
be obtained by rLsmall amount of additional work and a
more accurate estimate of the rolling-, yawing-, and hinge-
moment corrections is then possible.
The tunnel span load distribution is db@rmined by adding
to tho free-air load the increment of load due to the reflection
plane and the increment of load due to the other jet boun-
daries and by then reducing this total load to that for a
rolling-moment coefficient of unity. The intluence lines of
reference 5 may be used to estimate the free-air load and
the reflection-plane load increment. It- should be noted
that the reflection-plane load increment is simply the load
induced on the reflection wing for an asymmetrical load on
the real wing; that is, the load curve for a reflection-plane
model in free air (no jet boundaries except the reflection
plane) is obtained by adding the free-air load at —y to that
at y.
The load parameter ccl/c~ of reference 5 should be
changed to cclA/bOIOfor convenient use in the computation
of jet-boundary corrections. The convemion may be made
as
(18)
where values of ctA/b are given in figure 6 for the wings of
reference 5 and values of CIJCYmay be determined from
figure 16 of reference 5—that is, ~=0.5 ~” ,The conver-
sion may be made graphically from the condition that’ the
moment of the area under the curve of cclA/bCICagainst
~ is equal to 4.o or, if plotted against y, is numerically equalb/2
to 4.0(b/2)2or b’.
The increment of load due to the jet boundaries (other
than the reflection plane) is obtained from the influence
lines of reference 5 by the same general methods used in
ddmm.ining the increment of boundary-induced load for the
symmetrical loading condition; that is, the wing is assumed
to be twisted by the amount of the boundmy-induced
upwash ‘angle and the corresponding increment of load is
obtained from the influence lines.
The boundary-induced upwash angle should, strictly
speaking, be determined by a process of successive approxi-
mations because it also depends upon the -shape of the
tunnel span-load curve. It is usually satisfactory, however,
to represent the reflection-plane loading by a three- or four-
step approximation, and to calculate the corresponding
boundary-induced upwash angle by the methods suggested
in the section on boundary-induced up-washvelocity. The
increment of load calculated from this boundary-induced
upwash angle w-illcorrespond to a rolling-moment coefficient
2AC1
of 1+ cl—7) which is the reflection-plane rolling-moment
o
coefficient for unit free-air rolling-moment coefficient. (The
use of these factors will be made clearer in the section on
rolling-moment corrections and m the illustrative emmple.)
The increment of load must therefore be increased to
cm-respond to the rolling-moment coefficient occurring in
the tunnel for unit free-air rolling-moment coefficient
(C,O=l.O). It will be shown later in the section on rolling-
moment corrections that the tunnel rolling-moment coeffi-
cient for unit free-air rolling-moment coefficient is equal to
where AC, is the mbment of the increment of boundary-
induced load corresponding to the reelection-plane load.
This increment must therefore be multiplied by
1
before it is added to the reflection-plane load. The tunnel
span load distribution for unit tunnel rollirg-mornent
coefEcient is obtained by so reducing the ordinates of this
curve that the moment is equal to 4.0 (b/2)aor (the same
thing) by multiplying by the rolling-moment-coefficient
correction
l—
ACZ
2AC1,
c,, 1+ c,=
. ~=
2*,
1+ C,c
The tunnel span load distribution, as well as the rolling-
moment-coefficient correction, has thus been determined.
The explanation of the determination of the rolling-moment
correction will be given in the next section in some detail
to explain further the method of determining the tminel
loading and to present alternate methods of deterr&@ the
rolling-moment correction that do not require the detamai-
nation of the tunnel loading.
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Rolling moment.—The correction to the rolling moment
will be detwmined in two pah. The first part of the
correction is caused by the absence of the reflection wing
and the load increment due to the reflection plane. This
part of the correction depends not upon the model-tunnel
configuration but only upon the characteristic of the model
itself; consequently, it was possible to calculate the cor-
rection increment for several wing-aileron combinations
from the data of referenca s. The aileron span load distri-
butions were mechanically integrated to determine the
moment of the load on the absent wing AOl,lCl, in tams of
the free-air moment of the total load. Not only because the
reflection wing is nonexistent but also because m equal load
is induced on the real wing by the reflection image, twice
this absenhwing moment must be applied as a correction.
The correction is presented in figure 9 in an easily used form,
2A01,
1+~ as a function of the aileron span ratio-that is,
ratio of aileron span to wing scmispan-for ailerons extend-
ing inward from the wing tips.
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The second part of the rolling-moment correction AOl re-
sults from the moment about the plane of symmetry of the
boundary-induced load. The method of calculating the
boundary-induced load has already been explained in con-
nection with the determination of the tunnel man load
distribution. If the tunnel span loading is not determined,
this second increment may be calculated from simple strip
theory-neglecting aerodynamic induction, that is, the
effects of the velocities induced by the trailing-vortex
system-and multiplied by a factor A/(A+J) @ accmmt
approximately for the effects of aerodynwnic induction.
The value of J depends upon the diati~butionof boundary-
induced upwash angle and the model taper ratio but is
practically independent of aspect ratio and only slightly
dependent upon the slope of the section lift curve. l?iie 10
gives some values of J as a function of taper ratio for three
distributions of boundq--induced upwwh angle. The
correspond~ upwssh-angle distribution is also given in
figure 10 and corresponds to various aileron-span ratios for
reflection-plane models in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels.
The formula for determining the second increment of the
correction is
[v 1/where (0,0T2A@ is the boundary-induced upwaah
angle corresponding to tne free-air load plus the reflection-
plmm load increment. The quanti~ AC1 therefore corre-
sponds to this reflection-plane load and must be divided by
2A01, .
l+- m order to be based on unit tunnel rolling-moment
coefficient.
The final corrected rollhg-rnoment coefficient cl= is .
or
2A01r .
where 1+= IS obtained from figure 9 and ACZmay be
obtained either from equation (19) or as follows:
where A[cclA/b(016+ 2A0~)]’ is the increment of
(21)
boundary-
induced load obtained from the span-load calculations for
the reflection-plane load 0Zo+2@b.
Tho effect of streamline curvature was not included in
74002W&24
equation (2o) because ealcnkationsfor several models showed
that the effect was small enough to be neglected.
The rolling-moment coefficients as computed from equa-
tion (20S are of the correct magtitude but apply to a wing
angle of attack slightly diiferent from the geometric angl~ of
attack corrected for the symmetrical-load bound~-
induced upwwh angle determined for zero rolling moment.
The eilective change in wing angle of attack results from the
aileron boundary-induced upwwsh angle and the reflection-
plane induced angle. The fact that the corrected rolling-
moment coe.fiicienti really apply to a slightly diifererft wing
angle of attack is of importance only near the stall or for
aileron arrangements particularly sensitive to angle-of-attack
changes and is usually neglected. The angle-.xkmnge is
usually small, les than %O.
M& fw-refleciicurplane modelsin 7-by 10-foofcIosedrectangularwind fu-meIs04.------— .7—- —-1.0
0 2 .4 .6 .8 ID 12
Tqcr mtio, A
FXWEE10.–VafU~of tho Oemdynambfndnotfon footor .7 ased to calmkdo the rolUng-
momant oorrention for esymxnatrfcalfy Icaded refktfon-pbxm mculels for thrr=a dffferent
vmfations of boundary-fndnced npwesh angle. Th- npwsshnglo varfatfom wrre-
spondrduxdy totboseforaU3mMFa ratfrd of 0.4, 0.7, and LOfor models fn 7-by 1O-LW
oksed~*d~
Induced yawing moment.—The correction to the induced
yawing moment resuk from ‘the interaction of the several
components of boundary-induced upwash veloci~ and the
several componmti of load as well as from the reflection im-
age and the absence of the reflection wing. The calculation
procedure will bo to determine separately each component
of the correction and then to sum up the various components
as follows:
AuZi= (ACn&+ (ACai)9+ (ACnf)3+ (AC.i)4+ (AC.& (22)
where the various components are defined in the symbols.
Valuea of the correction due to the reflection plane
(ACfi~I were calculated from the in.fluenwlines of reference 5
for a series of aileron-span ratios for the plane wing and for
flap-span ratios of 0.4 and 0.7. This part of the YWW@-
moment correction is due solely to the reflection plane and
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does not depend upon the tunnel-model dimensions. The
effect of flap span proved to be negligible; so the values of
the correction as presented in figure 11 in the form of curves
of (Ads) ~/CICCLagainst aileron-span ratio for” ailerons
estending inward from the tips are therefore for values of
the lift coefficient, equal to the m~ed ~t ~~ci~t.
The other components are debfied ~m equation (13)
where the product WI’ is deiined by the subscripts 2, 3, 4,
and 5. (See STIIJilOH.) All components of boundary-
induced upwash velocity and load have already been c&u-
lated in the form of paramet& that are easily converkd to
the product wr’.
Hinge moments.-l%e je~boundary corrections to the
hinge moments of lateral-control device-s are usually small.
The correction due to the elliptical streamline-curvature load
for the symmetrical loading condition has already been
presented. Another smalhmrection exists because the load
due to aileron deflection is greater in the wind tunnel than
in free air. Although the load due to aileron deflection may
be as much as 15 or 20 percent greater in the wind tunnel, the
correction to the hinge moments is very small because the
greater part of the boundary-induced load is of the additional
we (sipilar to that produced by an angle-of-attack change),
which has only a small load over the aileron portion of the
wing. The correction is calculated from the average difFm-
ence between the span loading due to the latmd-control
device in the wind tunnel and the loading in free air clue to
a given aileron deflection. Because the correction is small,
the increment of load at the aileron center section
[ ‘CAI’+A(%)Ab(C,,+2A@
will usually be Su.f6cientfor the calculation. The mrrectionto
the aileron hinge-moment coefficient’is then assumed to equal
the correction to the section hinge-moment coefficient of the
aileron center section (or of some other typical section)
where h’hpc. niay be determined experirnen~y or from
section data such as referen~ 9 for plain-flap lateral-control
devices. The hinge-moment correction remdting from tho
aileron-load streamline curvature is usually small enough to
be neglected.
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NUMERICALVALUESOF CORREC~ONSFOR MODELSIN
7- BY 1O-FOOTCLOSEDWIND TUNNELS
Some numeriad valuea of the more important corrections
were computed for various reflection-plane models mounted
in 7-by 10-foot closed wind tunnels. Cross plots were made
to determine the variation of the corrections with each of the
model parametem-A. and X, for &m.mple-and the results
me presented as’ graphs and empirical equations that may
easily be used to estimate the values of the corrections for
almost any model. The computations were made by using
the load curves and the chord distributions of reference 5
for constantrpercentage-chord flaps extending outward from
the plane of symmetq and for constanhpercentage-chord
ailerons extending inward from the wing tip. The values of
the corrections presented should be sutliciently accurate for
models that deviate slightly from these conditions. The
corrections are given in terms.of the measured lift and the
measured rolling-moment coefficients.
The corrections to the angle of attack, the lift, the drag,
and the yawing-moment ‘coefficients for symmetrical loading
conditions are presented in figure 12 for wings having A= 0.5
and without partial-span flaps. The corresponding correc-
tions for models of any twperratio and flap-span ratio may
be determined by substituting the values obkined from
figure 12 in the following empirical equations:
Aa=($$~ [1-o.ods(~-o.b)l(c..+o.goc.,)
0
\ tiJj/*.~.
ACL
ACL8.C.=
()
-& ,D [1-O.116(X–O.5)]
. .
{cL.+[1+0160(’-fi)lcLf
Ac~t
()‘%= ~ ..,,
[1–O.080(A–O.5)]
{cLJ+2E+o’o(l-*)lcL.cLf+[l+065(’-
AC.,
()Acni= q ~.p.
[1+0.130 (A–O.5)]
Ic~$+[l-02’(1-*)1’2cL~c~f+cL:’l
The corrections to the rolling- and the yawing-moment
coefficients for asymmetrical loading conditions may be
determined from figure 13. The principal curves of this
figuro are drawn for models having :=7 feet and k= O.50.
Supplemcntmy curves on the same figure give additional
correction increments that account for the effect of other
spins and other taper ratios. ,The total corrections are
obtained by adding the additional increments to the correc-
tions obtained from the principal curves, as follows:
CI.=[(%’)P.P.+
‘cai=[(%~p.p.+
The streamline-curvature corrections to the hinge-moment
coefficients of plain or balanced (overhang type of balance)
flaps and ailerons were computed.’ The balance chord is
assumed to be a constant percentage of the flap or aileron
chord, and the flaps and ailerons are also of constant-
percentage types. I?igure 14 gives values of the parameter
ACW4<~)2/C#F for various flap- and aileron-span ratios
and various taper ratios. The factor Fis taken from figure 8.
It should be remembered that the streamline-curvature
correction to the hinge momenta is a function of the cube
of the chord and comparatively minor variations in plan
form, such as tip shape, thus may change the correction by
10 or 15 percent for a given wing span and a given aspect
ratio. The value of the correction that is detemnined for
a wing with linear taper in the following illnstrative=mample
indicatea the possible change in the hinge-moment correction
with plan-form details. The correction is usually fairly
small, however, so changes of 10 to 15 percent in its magni-
tude are not too critical.
The cmrection to the aileron hinge-moment coefficient
caused by asymmetrical loading maybe expressedroughly as
‘a (d in degrees) is determined m;where the -value of ~a
perimentally (or estimated) for a given modd. This cor-
rection is very small for models having ordinary proportions.
ILLUSTRATIVE XAMPLE
The method of computing the jetiboundary corrections for
a reflection-plane model will be illustrated in detail by ~
example. The method applies to any rectanggm tunnel
but, because the computations of the boundary-induced
upwash velocities (@s. 4 and 5) have been performed only for
a 7- by lo-foot closed tunnel, the example is for a model
in a tunnel of these dimensions.
In practice, however, the principal corrections for models in
7- by 10-foot tunnels can be more easily obtained from the
graphs and empirical equations just presented. In practice,
also, it will seldom be worth while to compute all the cor-
rections, such as those to the span load distribution; however,
for completeness, all the corrections will be computed in the
example. It might be noted that it is often convenient to use
a single average correction for wing-flap combinations rather
than to break the correction into two parts. The accuracy
required for the corrections will determine the number of
these simplifications that may be used.
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FTaomzls.-plgn form of the sedspmr wing model used for the Ikstrativa example.
The constants for the assumed model (fig. 15) that are
required for the computations are as follows:
Aspeot ratio, A------------------------------------------6
Ta~rmtio, X------------------------------------------- CL5
&&pan,b/2,fet --------------------------------------- 7.o
Whg:m, S, ~uufmt --------------------------------- 3Z67
FIapa~, SJ, sqwfmt-------I -------------------------- L94
F~pqanmtio, $2 ------------------------------ -------- 0.6
Fla~hordmtio,cf/c-------------__--------------------:- 0.2
Flap m~nohord, Zr, foot ---------------------------------- 0.55
&lemnam, Sa, ~ua~ f&t------------------------------- L19
Location,inboardailerontip,& ------------------------- 0.50
Location,outboardailerontip,#2 ------------------------- 0.97
Ail~n~hoti mtio, ~/c----------------------------------- 0.2
&lemnmwn cho@Za, foot ------------------------------- 0.40
The wing has rounded tip~and is equipped with plain,
unbalanced, sealed, constanhpercentage-chord- flaps and
ailerons. The model is mounted on the renter line of a
7- by10-footwind tunnel.
Because the influence lin= of reference 5areusedin’the
calculations, the slope of the section lift curves used for
reference 6 will bensed in this example. The value of the
slope of the sectionlift curve &is 5.67 perrad.ian and of the
slopo of the finite-span lift curve al M4.38 per radian.
SYMMETRICAL LOADING CONDITIONS
Computations for the symmetrical loading conditions
may be made in the following steps:
1. Values of (w/11~ for the horswhoe vortex representing
the wing are obtained from table II by assuming an eflective
vortex semispan I of 6.0 feet. The recommended value of
i
YIwould be 0.88 y or 6.16 feet, but the nearest %foot value
is selected in order to use the numerical vahxw of the upwash’
velocitiw from the table without interpolation The upwash
angle at-each station for unit lift coefficient is obtained from
()
cc1Aequation (1) where the aiqgle load increment A ~
L ~W
b12 d thereforeis equal to ~ an
\
,
ADVTSORY COMMTM?EE FOR AERONAIJ’MCS
The upwash angle is plotted in figure 16.
PIQUBE16.-Varfatfon of the bmmdary-lndnced UP* angle, duo to the wing ond due to tho
tlap, afong the ~ of the model A for the Iflustratlvo emrnple.
2. Values of (@’), for the horseshoe vortex representing
the flaps are obtained from table II for a value of VI of 4,6
feet, which corresponds approximately to the recommended
b,
ratio ~= 1.29. The upwmahangle is
md the nnmerieal values are plotted in figure 16.
3. The free-air span loading of this wing, as obtained from
reference 6, is plotted in figure 17. The increment of load
due to the jet boundaries is calculated from the upwnsh-
angle values determined in step 1 and the influemmlines of
reference 5 and is plotted in figure 18. The ama under the
curve of figure 18 is 0.583, ,which corresponds to n (AOLIOfi)*
of 0.58317 or. 0.0833. The increments of jet-boundmy-
20-
Free-airlodjng (refer-e 6)
-w’ I
i-l
, , 1 1 I 1 I I 1
1
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Disfome frwn’planeof synmeiry,U.ft
?ImmE lZ—Prw-efr ond tmmef spnn frad dMributIon,q for the wing mad for the IfMstrotlve
-Pk.
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induced load me multiplied by 1/(1—0.0833) or 1.091 and
are added to the free-air load and plott+d in figure 17. The
tunnel loading corresponding to unit lift coefficient i9
obtained by multiplying the ordinates of the total-load
7.0curve by the area rrttio 7.0+0.583X1.091. A ‘mP&on
of the, iinal tunnel load curve with the free-air load curve
and the span-load data of reference 6 shows that the tunnel
loading corresponds to a tape ratior of about 0.45.
4. The same procedure applied to the span-load curve
for the flaps, aa obimined from reference 6, is illustrated in
figures 18 and 19.
[()]t):5. The values of ~ required to compute the cor-
m
rections due to streamline curvature are taken from table I.
The summation product
Distoncefrom plone.ofsymmetry.y.ff
FIUVUE19,—Frm-ofrand tunnel epen load dfstrfbntlons for the tip of the model USWIfer the
afl19trative -pk.
for the wing corresponds to a one-step approximation tcrthe
load curve as shown in figure 20. The value of
()~C-CIAm ~u for y,=6 is 1.167. The resultsof the calculation
of the desired product
are given in *e 21.
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[( )]2A3~6. The product ~ ~ & for the flap is found
f
similarly. The two-step approximation to the load curve is
shown in ilgure 20 and the numerical values of the final .
product are given in figure 21.
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7rL.The correction to the angle of attack due to the effect
of the jet boundaries on the wing alone is the sum of the
corrections obtained from equations (3) and (6). The vaIue
of (ACL/CL)m in equation (3) is 0.0833 as found in step 3.
Thus, from equation (3),
0.0833~57.30L~=I.090C~
A%= 4.38
The factor 0.50—~ of equation (5) may be assumed to be
equal to 0.25 for the wing alone and
from a mechanical integration of the curve in figure 2].
(The moment of the area about the plane of symmetry is
found at this time to be 0.580 and will be used in step 14.)
Thus
57.3X0.25&
(Aa,~.)to= 14 0.248=0.254CLW
7b. The alternate method of obtaiming the angle-of-attack
correction is given in equation (4). I?igure22 gives values of
()%
c for the wing. The area under the curve is equal to
0.307, which gives a correction equal to -
57.3CZWX2X0.307
Aam= 32.67 =1.078C=W
The value of (As,.,& will, of course, be the same as found
in step 7n.
8. The total angle+f-attack correction due to
fdone is, from step 7a,
Au.= 1.090ti~w+0.2540..W=1.344CLU
.
the wing
or, from stip i’b?
A~.= 1.0780LW+0.2MCLW= 1.3320LU
9. The correction to the angle of attack due to the flap
loading is found, from equation (3), to be
Aa,=l.200CL,
or, from equation (4),
AaJ=l.1906’Lf
The effect of strermdinecurvature is not considered becrtuse
the factor 0.50–X* B Ofor the flapped wing.
10. The total correction to the angle of attack is the sum
of the wing and flap corrections, from equations (3) and (S)
AalOtiz=A~+Aal= 1.34&+ 1.200Lf
or, from equations (4) and (5)
Aa10U~=l.33CL=+l.190&,
11. The correction to the lift of the wing is given in
equation (7) as .
12. The co~ection to the lift of the flap is computed from
equation (6) as
4.38CL,
—0.267=—O.020M?L,(ACL,.C.)f=– 4~14
13. The total lift correction is
(At%.e.)toca, =–0.0194~LW–0.0209 CL1
FIGURE n—verimm d & c along the mmlwmn of the model@ fw the fUtutmWe
-Ph.
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fiflUBE ‘ae-verlatfon of the Parometa-e UWl to mmpute the fmluceddrag and Y’awfW-
moment cmr&lonq kmeymmetrfcal Icading, elong the mn@mn of the model W for the
afoztmtlvc erempla
14. The moments of area determined in steps 7 and 12
will be used in the determination of the spanwise center of
pressure of the lift correction load from equation (9), which
gives a value of ?,. ..=2.36 feet for the wing correction and
!7,...=2.16 feet for the flap correction. These values are
required for the computation of the correction to the
pitching-moment coefficient.
16. The correction to the measured pitching moment due
to the wing alone is obtained from equation (8) where the
chord c at the lateral center of pressure determined in step
14 is 2.64 feet. Because the pitching-moment coefficients
for this model me given about the 0.25c line and in terms
2.64 s
of the mean chord, zC==—4 ~d &=~=2.333. The correc-
tion as obtained from equation (8) is
(Au%...).=%2.3::;:;~4°.248
=(’).oo71c&@
16. The correction to the flap pitching
by the same method to be
(AQ=,.0.),=0.0077CA,
moment is found
17. The total pitching-moment-@ efficient correction is
AC=,eC.=0.0071&+0.0077CL1
l 18. The induceddrng-coefficient correction is determined
from equations (11) and (12) and the integrals of the various
products of boundary-induced upwash and load parametem
me obtained in steps 1 to 4 and are plotted in figure 23.
Thus,
AC.,=; [0.132C.;+ O.169CL~+(0.145+0.144) (7LW0L,]
=O:0189f&2+0.0241Cz~+0.0413&C&
19. The induced-yawing-moment-coefficient correction,
obtained from equations (12) and (13) and the moment
integrals of figure 23, is
AC.,= –&z [0.340C.:+ 0.306CZ:+ (0.286+0.330) C.#?’,]
=—0.0017C~W9–0.0016 C~;—0.0031C&~Czf
20., The correction to the flap and aileron hinge-moment
coefficients due to streamline curvature is given in equation
(17). The value of F from @me 8 is 0.036. Mechanical
integration of the curves of figure 24 give9 for the corrections
to the flap hinge-moment coefficient
5.67X14X0.036
‘cbI=8rx6X1.94x0,55 (0.502CZW+0.602CZ1)
or
ACkl=0.0089C~U+ 0.0107C~r .
The value of the correction determined from figure 14 is
somewhat smaller (AC~f= 0.0083c~), because the chords near
the root sections are smaller for the wings of reference 5
than for wings with linear taper. The correction to the
aileron hinge-moment coefficient is -
5.67X14X().()36 (0.127C~U+0.11~CL,)
“%=8 TX6XI.19X0.40
Acha=o,oo51cLw+o.o~6cL:
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ASYMb~CAL LOADING CONDITIONS
21. The free-aii span load distribution due to the de&c-
tion of one aileron is obtained horn reference 5 in tams of
ccl/cJa and is plotted in iignre 25(a). The loading in terms
of the parameter cc,AJbCl=is obtained by so adjusting the
ordi.mtea of the curve of figure 25(a) that the moment of
aren about the plane of symmetry is equal to 4.0(b/2)2. The
conversion may be made graphically or by means of equation
(18) where $=1.37 horn ilgure 6 and, from @e 16 of
referenea 5, the value of Clalkis the difference between the
values at 1=0.97 and at ‘=0.5; that is,b/2 b/2
(2Q
~=0.73–O.25=0.48
and
cl. C,a
~=0.6F=0.24
Therefore
cclA 1.37 ~Z=5 70~t—. —
bC,: 0.24 c,a . c,a
The new curve of free-air load is plotted in figure 25(b).
The reflection load is added to the free-air load to give the
reflection-loading curve of figure 25(b). The jet-boundary-
induced upwash angle is obtained from equation (2) for the
three-step approximation to the load curve (as indicated in
--
[ 1rfig.25(b)). The nUIUOrk$dvalu~ of V(C,C~2AC,r) ‘e
plotted in figure 26. The corresponding increment of load
at each spnmvise station is obtained hm the influence lines
of referenca 5 and is presented in figure 27. The inorement
presented in figure 27 must be divided by
wkre ACIis obtained born equation (21) and the moment of
the curve of figure 27 as
–==0.0547Acz ~4z
2AC,, -
— ISequal to 1.084 from figure 9. The correctedand 1+ Cle
increments are added to the reflection-load curves of iigure
25 (b) to give the tunnel-load curve (&. 25 (c)) at the same
aileron angle as the curve for the ike-air load. The ordinaW
are ae@n adjusted to give a’ moment of 4.0 (b/2)2, which
corresponds to unit rolling-moment coefficient. The remlt-
ing corrected tunnel-load curve is presented in iigure 25 (c).
22a. The corrected rolling-moment coeiiicient is obtained
from equation (20) where
and, from step 21,
AOz=0.0547
Cl=CO-%~=O~76Cl
c 1.084 .
22b. The alternate method of dete-g the correctad
rollirg-mornent coefficient is to use equation (19) to crdculute
[ 1/Acl.The product V(C,C+W2AC,,) c is plotted in figure 28
and the area moment is found by mechanical integration to
be 5.848. Figure 10 gives J= 1.93. Therefore,
62X5.67
A0,=14S~ (6+1.93)X5.848=0.0547
-which is the same, in this case, as the value calcuhted in
step 21. The agreement usually will be close but not
necessarily exact.
23. The correction to the yawing-moment coefficient duo
to aileron deflection is obttiod from equation (22). For
this model the value of (AC.O1, due to the absent wing, is
foimd horn figure 11 to be –0.0104C,CCZ. step 22& gave
01C=0.876C*. Thus: (ACS),= ~0.0090C@L. By consider-
ing the aileron-wing combination and using (w/VCL)E from
[ 1
!
fiplre 16) V(01cY2ACZ,) from figure 26, tunnel (cclA/b@~
horn figure 17, and tunnel cclA/bCICfrom figure 26(c),
equation (13) givw
The aileron-flap combinations me determined similarly.
The products of the various upwash and loading pmamc-
ters are plotted in figure 29 and mechanical moment integra-
tions give
.
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When it is known that 6=14 feet and 1+~=1.084, the
total correction i%the yawing-moment coeffici& as obtained
from equation (22) is
ACmi=—0.00!lC=C71- 0.026 CLm(?l-0.021C?L,Cz
25. The second component of the aileron hinge-moment
correction is obtained approximately from equation (23),
with the use of figures 27 and 25 (b). The total increment of
load at the aileron center section is
[ ‘A 1+-6%),=045+0.25=070A MC10+2ACJ
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CONCLUDING“REMARKS
The method for determining the jebboundary corrections
for reflection-plane models in rectangular wind tunnels was
presented in some detail in order to make the method as
routine as possible. The method includes the determination
of the tunnel span load distribution and the derivation of
equations giving the corrections to the angle of attack,,
the lift and drag coefficients, and the pitchipg-, rolling-,
yawing-, and hinge-moment coefficients. The principal
effects of aerodynamic induction and the curvature of
the streamlines have been considered.
Numerical values of the more important corrections wwro
calculated for a serkw of representative modcds mounted
in 7- by 10-foot closed rectangular wind tunnels. In order
to simplify the calculation of corrections for models of
unusual size in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels, tables
of the numerical values of the jebbounda~-induced upwash
were presented.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTED FOR AIIRONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., ApriZ 13, 19@.
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TABLE I
BOUNDARY-INDUCEDUPWASHVELOCITY BEHIND LIIYI’-
ING LINE DUE TO SIN(3LEUNIT COUNTERCLOCKWISE
VORTEX ON TUNNEL CENTER LINE AND AT TWO DIS-
TANCES VI FROM REFLECTION PLANE IN 7- BY 1O-FOOT
CLOSED RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
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TABLE II
BOUNDARY-~’DUCEDUPWASHVELOCITYAT TRE LIFTINGLINEDUETOA SINGLEUNITCOUNTERCLOCKWISEVORTEX
AT VARIOUSDISTANCES~,FROMTHEREFLECTIONPLANEIX 7-BY l&FOOTCLOSEDRECTANGUIJARWIND TUNNELS
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